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Introduction
The migration of European immigrants to North America in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries and the displacement of indigenous people intersect histori
emerge together in the history of immigration. In short, the historiography of

America, the British, Dutch, French, and Spanish colonizers left behind war
across the continent, they employed the same policies as the colonizers before
historical associations formed, this history emerged in triumphal narratives of

not only within the area of social history, but also generally in the specializations
theoretical approaches—including postcolonial studies, feminism, settler coloni
intersections of indigenous and immigrant peoples,—emphasizing Norwegians
ies to explore the processes of Norwegians identifying as white. Securing land
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studies demonstrate the regional and global dimensions of this scholarship, as well
whiteness foregrounds the Nordic countries and contemporary conditions, rather
than the vast Nordic migration to North America. For example, in Scandinavian
Studies
Hell on Wheels
historical
on racial formations. Nevertheless, historians have a long history of writing about
race, many emphasizing race and migration, and so advancing our understanding
of racialization processes in American history. Many historians have been at the
The philosopher Charles W. Mills complements the historical perspectives, I

and immigrant histories.
The Racial Contract, Mills introduces the concept of
racial state, and a juridical system, where the status of whites and nonwhites is
1
The pur
racial order, securing the privileges and advantages of the full white citizens and
order expects whites to give consent, explicit or tacit
Furthermore, if white citizens fail to live up to the civic and political responsibili

is shaped by this racial order, an order that persists to the present in its exploitative
forms.
In other words, giving consent must be an ongoing process. According to

2

Within the racial contract,
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Thus, in effect, on matters related to race, the racial contract prescribes for
its signatories an inverted epistemology, an epistemology of ignorance, a
particular pattern of localized and global cognitive dysfunctions (which are
psychologically and socially functional), producing the ironic outcome that
whites will in general be unable to understand the world they themselves
have made.

terms of the racial contract, including the implied superiority of their whiteness,
studies but also how and why Nordics as immigrants in the new world had to learn
the meaning of their own whiteness. In the contractual foundation Mills describes,
the imperial/colonial and state powers shape the contract, but cultural and social
institutions inform and enforce the contract—educational, religious, legal, and
political bodies—that educate and reinforce the inverted epistemology, an episte
mology of ignorance, that secures white privilege for its adherents.
enous land vacated by federal policies became
—
and for generations—because of the land. Scholars have shown that Norwegian
migration to North America was predominantly

rural communities. As late as the 1910 census, most Norwegian im/migrants were

everything associated with possession—is critical to understanding Norwegian
migration. This is true, not only for individuals that homesteaded, owned, and
farmed land, but also for those who were sustained in the ancillary economies
and communities of the agricultural settlements. Central to those communities
and families are the federal Indian and land policies that led to dispossession and
displacement for the indigenous peoples of these regions—policies that included
war, removal, exile, and reservations. Such policies enabled immigrants to claim
This essay argues that Norwegian immigrants—generally, but with possible
exceptions—consented to the racial contract in a process that occurred gradually
over time and space. This also meant that most immigrants and their descendants
also consented to a misinterpretation of the world.4 To explore these develop
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Midwest that illuminate both the convergence of migration and indigenous histo
ries and

Norwegian immigrants came to understand their presence in North America,
accept American values, and reveal a gradual acceptance of the racial contract.
While historical evidence shows a prevailing but gradual embrace of the racial

Wisconsin in the period of removal and migration (1830s–1850s)
ing Norwegians, entitled A True Account of America, two years after Wisconsin

addressed fears of potential immigrants, but it also naturalized demeaning images
of Indians for immigrants by categorizing them with animals and disease. He

failed to provide contexts or explanations for understanding the vacated lands
a foundation for epistemological ignorance. What is ignored is how Wisconsin
became a Territory: that is, through suppressing resistance and war, especially

tories of indigenous peoples shaped by the shifting federal policies pose another
layer of complexity and critical element for understanding Nordic immigrants
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settling in Wisconsin. Historian Nancy Lurie categorizes Wisconsin tribal
removed to Wisconsin by the federal gov
migrated into
Wisconsin
that resisted removal
to the area but removed

indigenous to the region
original

various forms, as Lurie describes:
Indian people resisted not only by force of arms but also by protracted bar
gaining and an ineffable talent for obfuscation and delay. Few tribes sold
endeavoring to hold out on reduced land bases in their old territories.

Indians, in fact, remained on their ancestral land in Wisconsin. So, although
did meet
Indians.
that the America letters from Wisconsin in this era contain few references to

did write about Indians from Wisconsin in these decades: the educated classes
such as journalists and clergy, for example, journalists Johan Reinert Reiersen

such as contacts while traveling, or reciprocal exchanges such as sharing food—
by Duus remain noteworthy for understanding early Norwegian migrants in
Wisconsin.
In one story, Indians left a whole deer in a yard for a family that earlier had

passage and thus confers dignity and humanity on Indians. Generally, he wrote
empathetically of Wisconsin tribes. Thus, we might conclude that the educated
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just, and
Dietrichson rationalized federal policies as necessary and inevitable due to the

tion—or ignorance—of the racial contract, with its concept of white superior
Nordic, his theological studies led him to reject the racial contract that would
elevate him and his fellow Norwegian immigrants above the Indians

to Indians, align themselves with state power and policy by defending Indian
policy. Not only do they defend the policy, they educate other Norwegian immi
grants on the meaning of whiteness in the new world: that federal Indian policy is
is indeed empty
clueless immigrants on the nature of the racial contract—and to see the world
wrongly. Reasonably, these writers laid a foundation for immigrating Nordics
for incoming immigrants. Duus did offer an alternative view, but he returned to
embedded in the land and Indian policies, as Norwegians and other white immi
of the racial contract. The Removal
indi
viduals, not just land speculators and railroads, to claim land once indigenous
peoples had been removed to reservations and the land emptied
mechanisms by which indigenous peoples lost their lands. In effect, most could
Indian land title across the continent that made their settlements possible. In the
next decade in Minnesota, the structural dimensions become more visible and
Writing History, Writing Trauma
calls for a balance between the empirical, evidencebased approach of historians,
the dominant structures that shape
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the core narratives of our past. LaCapra argues against extreme positions of both
of the past—to narratives, ideologies, and discourses that shaped these events and
In other words, as I
interpret LaCapra, we must critically examine prevailing structures of the past as
judiciously as we critically examine empirical evidence. Drawing on this model,
I aim in the next section to employ both
and critical
analyses of the structures of land and Indian policy shaping events in Minnesota
understanding white settlement in the Midwest—and the impacts of an enduring
racial contract.

Minnesota in the era of wars, exile, and
secondary migrations (1860s and 1870s)
During the period of the Minnesota Territory
statehood and white settlement.9
American Indians is one of repetition and follows the British colonial pattern:
ments, removals, dispossession, and racist assumptions. The patterns repeat, both
intended

To grasp the racial contract and its effects, it is necessary to examine these
historical structures. The primary cause of the war is the sustained assault on the

created two reservations along the upper and lower Minnesota River, each twenty

private ownership of land and its sale were alien con
cepts
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practices, the most tragic, according to some historians, were divisions among the

In addition to the primary causes, conditions on the plains of southern

Norwegian immigrants also suffered losses. Norwegians entered the Minnesota
Many arrived from Iowa and Wisconsin in secondary migrations to claim land

12,000 Norwegians resided in the new state of Minnesota, and by the time of the

10

Possibly

was Guri Endresen, who lost her husband and a son. However, she demonstrated
heroic feats in her assisting wounded settlers in a wagon journey to safety, actions
later commemorated by state, local, and ethnic organizations. While there were
no Norwegian presses in Minnesota during this time, Norwegian language news
papers in Wisconsin and Chicago covered the events, and news spread broadly of

been driven from the state.

Norwegian migration and indigenous peoples
Minnesota Governor Ramsey called for the extermination
hysteria in the state led legislators, journalists, and settlers to pursue venge
ance. State structures—namely, the judicial system, including the courts and
the press—explicitly supported a racial contract that enacted vengeful and dra

in the war. These military expeditions led to the massacre of innocents, includ
white
settlement.
exposing the racial contract and its injustice. First, Congress abrogated all trea
ties
forced
removal of all Winnebago from the state, though they were not involved in the
xpelled
were treated as outlaws in their own lands. In short, the Minnesota lands were
emptied for white settlement. Congress decreed with its laws—and an implicit
racial contract—an emptying of its indigenous inhabitants, creating a terra nullius
As a result of the laws of abrogation, removal, and expulsion, white European

Territory traveled through this rich agricultural land, especially Norwegian
immigrants in the Wisconsin and Iowa Regiments, who found the land ideal for
farming. Later, many returned to claim that land and settle, evident in letters and
own land. The policy of forced removal and expulsion led to the formation of res
Sisseton Wahpeton
Oyate
Flandreau
later. Norwegian immigrants also settled in areas that would become South
Minnesota, Iowa, and Wisconsin.
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the new Indian policy. The underlying reasoning is that the goal of assimilation
indigenous peoples into American farmers: that is, assimilation simply occurs.
living Sisseton or
words, Congress determined it acceptable to provide land to only one generation
of Dakota people

tled on and around the opened reservation land. The central effect is that the dra
conian response to ALL Dakota in Minnesota exposes the deep injustice of state
powers, and how the racial contract embedded in federal land and Indian policy
served white settlers, including Norwegians, while displaced indigenous peoples
but also land designated for the exiled Dakota.
soared after

northwesterly into central and western Minnesota, into what has been described

Fædrelandet og Emigranten that
attention to Indian policy and its efforts to vacate lands, including the formation in
11

counts the largest number of residents in the nation with Norwegian ancestry.
Most histories of migration, including Nordic migration history to North
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Encounter on the Great Plains
an epistemological ignorance serving the racial contract. Inevitably, national and

may misinterpret the world. In other words, we can see how the epistemological
ignorance emerges in these narratives and how that ignorance is reproduced. Two
the Twin Cities demonstrate how Nordics represented their history. They also
posit a willingness to accept the racial contract.

Centennial celebrations (1914 and 1925): narrating whiteness
The Twin Cities of Minneapolis/St. Paul served as the location for two centennial
celebrations of Norwegian Americans in the early twentieth century, in the sum
the Restauration
of migration to North America. Both events were organized by the Bygdelags
and attracted tens of thousands of Norwegian Americans from around the coun
try to participate.12 The centennial events, viewed by the organizers as national

of the ancestral and adopted homes emphasized the shared values of democracy
of the two countries and a shared identity both with the ancestral land and the
tennial, the Council of Bygdelags, emphasized allegiances
achievements of Norwegians.
Not surprisingly, this centennial emphasized assimilation, ancestral pride, and, in

gration from southern and eastern Europe, led to shifting American attitudes
toward immigrants and legislation passed by Congress, namely, the Literacy
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The Passing of the Great Race

and to the American nation. The closing
pageant of the centennial celebration captured this core narrative. Noteworthy is
the relationship portrayed between indigenous peoples and Norwegian settlers.
in St. Paul, with the Pageant of the Northmen, a drama of migration that cen
tered on the life of Colonel Hans Christian Heg, a Civil War hero and martyr.

a right to citizenship.

The overarching narrative of the Pageant, however,

four scenes, the Pageant
The author and director of the Pageant, Willard Dillman, was a local writer, nota
Pageant drama
to indigenous peoples, a narrative romanticized and mythic.14 Dillman explains:

The fanciful drama is meant to declare for its audience that Norwegian immi
grants now legitimately occupy the land, and
peoples recognize the inevitability of this fate and voluntarily depart. Clearly, the
vision is rooted in ignorance, absent the structures of dispossession, displacement,
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but also a misrepresentation of the world. And it might be important to situate

tory but also in their history. In short, the epistemological ignorance of racism is
embedded in the Pageant. Thus, the narrative illuminates, in the words of Sullivan

ing the Pageant accept or believe the story? Does it represent all Norwegian
immigrants? only a few? the Bygdelag

professional historians would now employ an empirical approach to history and

this immigrant group, an
was mostly lost to immigration historians until recently.
context of Nordic immigration. The racial contract Charles Mills explores allows
terms of the contract and reject notions of white racial superiority, and the ben

Conclusion
nearly million Norwegians that migrated to North America in the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries, both for themselves and their descendants—into the third,
today with Nordic ancestry will not see themselves as racists or imagine that they
to land possession, citizenship, and opportunity. This occurred because of
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federal Indian/land policies and its overarching ideologies surrounding colonial
And because of these same policies, indigenous
peoples faced dispossession and displacement: lost land, removals, expulsions,
starvations, and generations of historical trauma. These intersecting histories
Historians of migration must challenge themselves to critically study the multiple
connections and relationships between migration/settlement and dislocation/dis

we delineate these causal connections can we begin to narrate a genuinely truthful
history of Nordic migration to North America.
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Notes
1 Mills emphasizes he writes not of an actual contract but a tacit understanding on the
nature of the world—a global contract—among ruling classes. The vast literature on

The Promise of America
From
Peasants to Farmers
4 I hope to develop more fully in future projects how descendants of immigrants consent
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Wisconsin’s Past and Present

),

Mississippi.

to see

Wisconsin Territories.

government, then a state. Minimum populations of white settlers are core to these

born, who also served on the Senate Indian Affairs Committee.
Bygdelag
in 1914 and gathered representatives of other Bygelags
Bygdelag
A Folk Epic

Bygdelag

political theory and the law of nations during the seventeenth and eighteenth cen
turies that argued if land was terra nullius
occupied.
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